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Vitaly Stepanov,
Acting Head
of the Moscow Export Center

Dear partners and participants of the Film Bazaar exhibition!
I am glad to welcome you to the major film market in Southeast Asia,
where the Moscow Export Center for the first time opens a joint stand
of companies under the Made in Moscow brand.
Moscow is the leader among the regions of the Russian Federation in the
export of audiovisual services abroad, which volume in 2021 amounted
to 24 billion rubles. At the same time, Moscow’s share in the export of
audiovisual services in Russia exceeds 85%.
With the support of the MEC, animation bureaus and studios, content
producers and distributors, TV channels and companies specializing in
translation and localization present their products under the unified
Made in Moscow brand. All exhibitors are ready to offer the Film Bazaar
profile audience competitive and promising projects for the foreign
market. This year, the MEC will organize participation in the film market
for 15 companies in Moscow.
I wish productive negotiations to all participants!
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Etalon
Film Production
Etalon Film company has been around for over 30 years. Thirty years of

Etalon Film Production gave birth to many famous and
popular movies. Among them are “Air Force One” directed
by Wolfgang Petersen; “Anna Karenina” by Joe Wright;
“Jack Ryan: Chaos Theory” directed by Kenneth Branagh;
“RED-2” directed by Dean Parisot; “The Fast And The Furious 6”

interesting, intense, and fruitful work. The company provides a full-range

directed by Justin Lina; “Yesterday” by Danny Boyle; “Tiger 3”

of production services for feature, documentary, and promotional films

by Maneesh Sharma; and “Pathaan” by Siddharth Anand.

to foreign customers. Years of serious work in the film industry, cooperation with famous directors and major Western studios have given Etalon
Film company the enormous experience and knowledge on which their

The full list of Etalon Film Production projects can be found
in IMDB.

business is based.
The key to the success of Etalon Film is experience, professionalism,
flexibility, a creative attitude to the process, attention to detail, and a
love of cinema. Today the company provides a wide range of production services in Russia. Etalon Film wants their feature-film and TV products to be of the highest visual quality, up to date, and accessible to all
those who want to see them. That is why the company is happy to fulfill
any task, whether it be a motion picture, a TV series, or a commercial.

COMPANY ADDRESS
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119991, 1, Mosfilmovskaya str., Moscow, Russia

Alexander Dostal

etalon-film.com

CEO, Producer
+79169055590
adostal@me.com
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SA.ST
Film Company

Films of the company have been selected for and won
awards at the biggest film festivals all over the World (Ann
Arbor Film Festival, Honolulu Film Festival, Austin Film Festival, Kaduna International Film Festival, Venice Film Awards,
Hollywood blood horror film festival, Florence Film Awards).

SA.ST Film Company creates experimental films, tv-series concepts,
art performances and feature films.

The script for “Harassing” received the “Best Comedy
Script” award promoted in “Hollywood reporter”, “Variety”
and “Screen”.

The main idea is to create films as works of art. SA.ST Film Company can
give a film crew and organize everything from the development, shooting, and post production for each film idea or script. The company also
creates movies in different genres (feature comedies, shorts, documentaries, mockumentaries, experimental, art performances, etc.). Scripts have
received numerous awards from all over the world.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

129226, 6-15, Sergei Eizenshtein str., Moscow, Russia

Iuliia Pereverzeva

mtm-cinema.com

Producer
+79853060131
pereverzev.cinema@gmail.com
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Lana Cinema

• Receiving a grant from the Moscow city Department
of Culture for imaging the city in cinema
• Participation and awards in international and Russian
film festivals (Spain, Poland, Switzerland, Azerbaijan,
and Kazakhstan)

Lana Cinema is a full-cycle film company from Russia, producing long and short films,

• Participation in the jury of Russian film festivals

serials, web serials, and commercial videos.
The company specializes in developing scripts from scratch, film adaptations of books,
production, post-production, and the commercial and festival promotion of films.
The company’s preferred genres are melodrama, psychological drama, and comedy.
The company has a woman’s face. CEO and founder Svetlana Bolshakova, an actress, producer, and showrunner says, “I love it when women take matters into their
own hands, and then films are made about them. Again and again.”
Lana Cinema gives women the opportunity to express their stories in a man’s world.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

129626, 18-1-46, Novoalekseevskaya str., Moscow, Russia

Svetlana Bolshakova

lanacinema.com

General Producer
+79104637391
lana.cinema.company@gmail.com
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AVK Production

Friendmates: Best Editing Award at the BUEIFF Web Series Film Festival (Buenos Aires, Argentina), July 2022.
Nomination in the Best Director category at STAREBLE
Fest NYC (New York), November 2022. Nine nominations
at the RIO Webfest (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).

AVK Production has produced TV series, documentaries, and reality shows since
2009. The company has created more than 50 original titles, such as “Movers”,
“Driver”, “Friendmates”. And AVK Production is proud of each of them.
AVK Production creates individual content from scratch, and has made extremely

Driver: Best Original Music, Best Supporting Actor at the
Association of Film and Television Producers Award.

successful adaptations of the internationally acclaimed series “Red Bracelets”

Red Bracelets: the Grand Prix and the Best Direc-

and “In Treatment”, which are incredibly popular in more than 20 countries.

tor award at the Movement national festival of debuts

AVK Production’s work is their passion. The company strives to create unique

(Omsk, 2015).

projects with an audience focus. “Friendmates”, the first series for Russia’s largest social network, garnered almost 60 million views. The drama “Driver” became a hit and gathered more than 30 million TV viewers. AVK Production’s new
show “Movers” collected 10 million views in a month. AVK Production can help
everyone do the same.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

129272, office 327, 64, Sushevskiy val str., Moscow, Russia

Olga Volodina

avk-tv.com

CEO
+79031767002
olgavolodina@avk-tv.com
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Great Frame

The flagship “JingleKids” 3D animated series has won over
25 international awards and nominations including:
‘Grand Prix’ - San Diego International Kids’ Film Festival,

Great Frame is an independent Russian animation producer headed by the best-selling

‘Best Overseas Animated Series’ - Xiamen International Anima-

writer Oleg Roy. The company creates top quality magical preschool universes in the

tion Festival,

forms of 3D content and books.

‘Best Animation’ and ‘Best Storytelling’ - Shanghai TV Festival.

Great Frame was born with JingleKids, which has won 25 international awards, been
dubbed into 33 languages, and broadcast by Disney, Fox, Tencent, Netflix, Amazon, Indonesian ANTV, Thai TrueVisions, Malaysian Astro, Taiwanese LTV, Australian Airlines and

It has been dubbed into 33 languages, broadcasted by Disney,
Fox, Tencent, Netflix, Amazon, Indonesian ANTV, Thai TrueVisions,

hundreds of others.

Malaysian Astro, Taiwanese LTV, Portuguese RTP, Australian Air-

Great Frame then developed with Jenny’s Magic Shop (52x7’) and Super Meow (33x7’).

lines and 100+ more.

Great Frame presents two new 3D animated series: “Jenny’s Magic Shop” (52x7’), 2023
about equal opportunities for every child in society; and “Super Meow” (33x7’), 2022 Best TV series at 11th Chicago Indie Film Awards about superhero kittens at school,
and its world-famous award-winning “JingleKids”, 2020. With the support of the Russian
Consulate in Kolkata, Dr. Girish Munjal and Dr. Sonu Saini, Satyajit Ray Film & Television
Institute have just produced amazing Bengali dubbing and Hindi subtitles.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

123022, 3/34 Stolyarny lane, Moscow, Russia

Eugene Venkovsky

greatframe.team

Sales Director
+79261119007
ev@greatframe.team
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Fenix Cinema

The advantage of the Film Company is comprehensive legal
and accounting support of projects at all stages of production, with the provision of all contractual and accounting
documentation. The company has made several films and
TV series. Fenix Cinema works successfully in the interna-

The Fenix Cinema Film Company is engaged in the production of films,

tional market.

TV series, and social commercials, and is an active partner of the largest
events in show business, which indicates the recognition by the professional community of the importance of the company’s role in the market.
The company has experience of international cooperation and ensures
maximum fulfillment of customer expectations. Fenix Cinema has a full
production cycle, from the formation of a creative group to the final delivery of the project with the transfer of all copyrights and source materials. The film company cooperates with reliable, proven contractors and
co-producers.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

123610, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow, Russia

Alexander Zlatopolskiy

fenixcinema.com

Producer
+79152437003
fenixcinema@bk.ru
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RuFilms

RuFilms is a member of the Entertainment Globalization Association and also is a Netflix Trusted Partner. RuFilms was
recognized by Slator in 2020 as the best Russian Boutique
Translation company in terms of growth dynamics.

RuFilms is a multinational company that localizes audiovisual content
for hundreds of countries around the globe. RuFilms translates subtitles,
prepares voice-over and dubbing tracks, creates audio descriptions and
SDH, prepares scripts and dialogue lists, localizes lyrics, on-screen titles,
VR and 3D materials. The company also specializes in co-productions.
RuFilms’s unique selling points are based on their key competences —
500+ trained audiovisual translators, 50+ source and target languages,
and the ability to localize any amount at reasonable rates without
sacrificing quality.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

109004 9-15 Pestovsky lane, Moscow, Russia

Aleksei Kozuliaev

rusubtitles.com

General Director
+79774437312
a.kozulyaev@rufilms-avt.com
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Droog Drooga

Among the projects of Droog Drooga a box-office hit «I Am
Losing Weight» that set a record as the best movie start in
the history of Russian cinematography, a TV-series “Tolya
the Robot” the adaptation rights of what were bought by
Gaumont International Television Company, a drama about

Droog Drooga Film Company is a Moscow-based production company

female sexuality “Fidelity” that was shown at the Rotterdam

working in the film and TV market. It was founded by producer Sergey

Film Festival and others. Among future projects: a drama

Kornikhin in 2013.

series “Anna K.” for Netflix Originals - a contemporary revi-

Joining forces with screenwriters Nikolay Kulikov and Konstantin Mayer,

sion of Tolstoy’s novel, and the second season of a drama

Droog Drooga rapidly grew into one of Russia’s leading film companies,
producing box-office hits and independent movies.

series “To the lake”. The first season was in top-10 of Netflix
worldwide.

Honesty, Entertainment, Сreativity

COMPANY ADDRESS

121609, 6, ap. 425, Osenniy blvd., Moscow, Russia

CONTACT

Sergey Kornikhin
CEO
+79161289414
serkoo@gmail.com
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KIT Film Studio

KIT Film Studio has released over 800 hours of content for
leading TV channels and video services. KIT Film Studio
projects are also in demand in foreign markets:
“To The Lake” - a top 5 series on Netflix, a top 100 TV series
by IMDB and the first-ever Russian series in the main com-

KIT Film Studio is a full-cycle studio for producing full-length films and

petition of the CANNESSERIES festival;

premium-class series. It is part of the Gazprom KIT (Cinema, Internet,

“Mermaid. Lake of the Dead” sales cover 154 countries;

Television) group of companies, part of the leading media holding of Russia

“Doktor Liza” - the Best Feature Film of The Gulf of Naples

and Eastern Europe — Gazprom-Media.

Independent Film Festival.

KIT Film Studio was founded in 2016. In this short time, it has established
itself as one of the leaders in the series production market. KIT Film Studio
has over 40 professional awards for 5 broadcasting seasons.
The mission is to improve the quality of life in Russia through creating and
distributing entertaining, enriching, and inspiring content. The company’s
motto is “Great opportunities — great goals”.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

121357, 29/33, Vereiskaya str., Moscow, Russia

Andrei Begunov

kit-film.com

General Director
+74957771791
begunov.andrey@gpm-kit.ru
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Goldfield
Entertainment

The advantage of the Film Company is comprehensive legal
and accounting support of projects at all stages of production, with the provision of all contractual and accounting
documentation. Goldfield Entertainment has made several
films and TV series. Goldfield Entertainment works success-

Goldfield Entertainment is engaged in the production of films, TV series and

fully in the international market.

social commercials, and is also an active partner of the largest events in
the field of show business, which indicates the recognition of the company’s
role in the market by the professional community.
Experience of international cooperation with England and other
countries. The company ensures maximum compliance of the project
with the Customer’s expectations. Implements a full production cycle,
starting from the formation of a creative group to the final delivery
of the project with the transfer of all copyrights and source materials.
The film company cooperates with reliable, proven contractors and
co-executors.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

123610, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow, Russia

Alexander Zlatopolskiy

zlatopolskiy.ru

Producer
+79152437003
zlato1981@mail.ru
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Film Company
Perevorot

In Limbo awards:
1-2 FIPRESCI Award
Warsaw Film Fistival;
Special Prize
Tallinn Black Nights POFF;

Perevorot Film Company was founded by director and producer Alexander
Hant and producer Maxim Dobromyslov. Its most famous projects include

Best film, Best director of photography, and Best actress

the feature film “In Limbo” and the documentary series “Russian Odyssey”.

Alafeyskaya Mountain, Russia;

The mission of the company is to support independent filmmakers and to
help talented film directors realize their projects and share their stories

Best director, Best film, and Best actor

with a wide audience.

VOICES DNI, Russia;

Any film that does not encourage action, does not make sense.

Best producer
Shukshinskiy festival, Russia.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

121248, 12/6, Kutuzovskiy ave., Moscow, Russia

Maxim Dobromyslov

vk.com/mezhsezonie

General Producer
+79168052341
m.dobromyslov@yandex.ru
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SuperHeroes
TV channel

TEFI-Kids 2022 Award for the best design of the TV
channel. One of the winners for The best Russian children’s
TV channel of 2022 Award.

Superheroes TV channel is for preschool and school-age children. The
mission is to find heroes among people and present them to the viewers,
both children and parents. Superheroes TV channel broadcastes the best
Russian and foreign content: animated series and films with superhero
themes. The face of the TV channel is Super Pixel — a fictional character
whose superpower is to create new superheroes and any images.
Come with SuperHeroes TV channel and become a hero. SuperHeroes
TV channel invites companies to cooperate in the production of content
for children. The company is looking for bright projects and people —
superheroes — to show on their channel.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

129226, 8, p. 18, fl. 2, office .8, Sergey Eisenstein str.,

Igor Shibanov

Moscow, Russia

CEO

supergeroi-tv.ru

+79153182095
chibanigor@yahoo.com
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Studio
Third Rome
Studio Third Rome started producing films in 2012 and specializes in the production
of TV and full-length films.

“Zhanna”
audience award at the Pacific Meridian international film
festival;
“Time of the First”
Golden Eagle Award
“No comment”

It created “Zhanna” (2022), directed by Konstantin Statsky; “Spacewalk” (2017),
directed by Dmitry Kiselyov; “Blood” (2018), directed by Ar tem Temnikov;

Grand Prix Prize at the Honfleur Festival

“No Comment” (2014), directed by Artem Temnikov; and “Petrushka Syndrome”
(2015), directed by Elena Khazanova.
Films from Studio Third Rome are a harmonious balance between audience cinema and author cinema. To be at the pinnacle of excellence in the film industry,
the company tries to make deep, intelligent films that are interesting for intellectuals and for a general audience. Studio Third Rome is always open to partnerships and believes that film companies with many years of experience are not
their competitors, but their partners. Studio Third Rome is currently working on
several national-level projects with leading companies.

COMPANY ADDRESS

CONTACT

119180, bld. 2, p.2, office 12, Bolshaya Polyanka str.,

Denis Baranov

Moscow, Russia

Producer

3rome.com

+79162966162
dennoboro@yandex.ru
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k’Levafilm

Full-length feature film (with the support of the Russian
Ministry of Culture) “Zoskina Zapravka”; short feature film
“From scratch” (Institute for the Study of Childhood, Family,
and Education of the Russian Academy of Education)

Production Center k’Levafilm. Feature film production.
Cinema can be anything, except boring.

COMPANY ADDRESS

125362, 9-32, Lodochnaya str., Moscow, Russia

CONTACT

Georgy Zhitkov
General Producer
+79169030869
Nemia1106@gmail.com
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Don’t miss
Moscow
Companies
Showcase
at Indian
Film Bazaar
21 Nov 2022
4:30 PM — 6 PM
Ballroom,
Marriott Resort
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